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Things Will Continue to Change …  !
Two years after the first Covid-19 lockdown in the UK, eight artists show how they have adapted to 
the changes they and the world have faced in that time !!
Things Will Continue to Change, installation view. Photo: Rocio-Chacon.!!
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by CHRISTIANA SPENS!!
Featuring eight emerging contemporary artists, Judith Burrows, Matthew Burrows, Clare Chapman, 
Alison Goodyear, Libby Heaney, Suzanne O’Haire, Carol Robertson and Perdita Sinclair (who also 
co-curates the exhibition with Anna McNay), Things Will Continue to Change … is a record of a 
tumultuous and life-altering time for these individuals as well as us all. Inspired by David Shrigley’s 
work Things will Continue to Change, this group exhibition is a communal reflection on how much 
has been transformed by the emergence of Covid-19 and the start of the global pandemic two 
years ago, in March 2020, and how much continues to shift and alter in the wake of it.!!!
[Perdita Sinclair. Die Eule und Die Miezekatze, 2021. Oil on canvas, 175 x 125 cm.]!
Perdita Sinclair. Die Eule und Die Miezekatze, 2021. Oil on canvas, 175 x 125 cm.!!
In particular, the exhibition explores the darker meaning of the government-backed advertising 
campaigns during this period, which suggested those working in the arts consider retraining – from 
a dancer to a police officer, or an artist to an electrician, for instance – and which appeared to 
come from the UK chancellor, Rishi Sunak. Working in the arts seemed to be seen as a luxury, 
rather than as a sustainable career or valuable asset to society that should be paid for. Yet, 
although there was so much turmoil and destabilisation, at every level of society, it was often art 
and culture that saved people during this time. This exhibition is evidence of the fact that art during 
the past two years especially, though it has been difficult to produce and extremely precarious as a 
career, has been a life raft for many.!!!
[Judith Burrows. Akashic library, 2021-22. Steel, organic matter, laquer, magnets, comprising free 
standing and leaning panels, dimensions variable.]!
Judith Burrows. Akashic library, 2021-22. Steel, organic matter, laquer, magnets, comprising free 
standing and leaning panels, dimensions variable.!!
The artists featured in Things Will Continue to Change … showcase painting, sculpture, and digital 
media installations, all engaging with this recent communal trauma and, in particular, the 
experience of precariousness.!!!
[Left: Matthew Burrows. Gatescape, 2019; Right: Carol Robertson, Inner Space of Solitude, 2021. 
Installation view, Things Will Continue to Change, Photo: Rocio-Chacon.]!
Left: Matthew Burrows. Gatescape, 2019; Right: Carol Robertson, Inner Space of Solitude, 2021. 
Installation view, Things Will Continue to Change, Photo: Rocio-Chacon.!!
Robertson shows five works, including Inner Space of Solitude (2021), a mesmerising abstract 
piece that resembles a dartboard, mostly black, with white circles and a yellow perimeter, capturing 
a feeling of vertigo or spiralling. In Solo in Pink (2021), she shows a similar circular work, though in 
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red, black and pale pink, which reminded me of the plughole in a sink, or an eye – and which also 
captures a sense of sinking or spiralling into a singular, unknown space.!!!
[Carol Robertson. Eclipse #3, 2021. Oil on canvas, 30.5 x 25.5 cm.]!
Carol Robertson. Eclipse #3, 2021. Oil on canvas, 30.5 x 25.5 cm.!!
In her three small Eclipses paintings (2022), overlapping neon or pastel shades form a column in 
each work, presenting a more upbeat vision, and showing these shapes as they eclipse one 
another and so create new tones where they overlap.!!!
[Matthew Burrows. Gatescape, 2019. Oil on board, 180 x 149 cm.]!
Matthew Burrows. Gatescape, 2019. Oil on board, 180 x 149 cm.!!
In O’Haire’s Tragicomic Triggers 4 (2021), the artist presents five silver metal boxes, each 
containing different metallic shapes and compositions, almost like lunch trays or washing racks, but 
featuring found objects in a variety of textures and shades. Matthew Burrows’ painting Gatescape 
(2021) – a large-scale abstract piece featuring a complex, chaotic and yet balanced pattern in 
yellow over shades of blue – looks at once like paint splattered across the floor, and the map of a 
grid-like city plan.!!!
[Alison Goodyear. Dusk, 2022. 4k film of virtual abstract painting plus imagery of physical paint 
palettes.]!
Alison Goodyear. Dusk, 2022. 4k film of virtual abstract painting plus imagery of physical paint 
palettes.!!
There is also an impressive digital work, or “slow painting film work” by Goodyear, which is over 
three hours long. Even a short immersion in the work proves fascinating, though, as splashes of 
paint and abstract arrangements float around one another in free form, creating a living painting 
that transforms as you sit with it.!!!
[Libby Heaney. Teletities (Study of Quantum Entangled Relations Between Images), 2021. Single 
channel video without sound, 60 min duration.]!
Libby Heaney. Teletities (Study of Quantum Entangled Relations Between Images), 2021. Single 
channel video without sound, 60 min duration.!!
Also exploring the promise of the digital realm of fine art, Heaney shows Teletities (Study of 
Quantum Entangled Relations Between Images), using quantum computing to entangle and merge 
three open-source images that she found on Wikipedia, suggesting new interconnected ways of 
understanding and representing change and turbulence. Heaney says: “Through almost 
imperceptible change, Teletities aims to disrupt the accelerating binary logic of our current internet 
and digital imagery, proposing instead an alternative queer way of seeing. Individual images – the 
Earth, a cephalopod and plants – slowly lose their identity and merge together, creating hybrid 
patterns and relations that could only be generated through quantum data.” This idea – and visual 
manifestation – of change and the destruction and reconstruction of visual identity is especially 
fascinating as a metaphor for the wider identity shifts individuals have been through over the past 
two chaotic years, and a reminder of the eventual reconstitution and new identities formed even in 
the midst of chaos.!!
Alongside these central works, QR codes in the gallery link to creative responses by key stage 4 
pupils from Addey and Stanhope secondary school in Lewisham, south-east London. To underline 
the idea of change as a constant, moreover, there will also be a rehang halfway through the 
exhibition’s residency, showing a new variety of works by the same eight artists. The youth and the 



artists lead the way here, then, as in society more generally, in showing the fast and unpredictable 
pace of change with which we all must grapple, whether feeling isolated or together or, as in the 
past few years, together in isolation. Things Will Continue to Change … is a brilliantly curated and 
insightful record of a turbulent time that ultimately underlines the communal aspect of a shared 
trauma and the loneliness often inherent in these experiences of illness, isolation, and the 
confusing behaviours and relationships that have manifested from this time.!!
    In Ofili’s major new series of paintings, he invites us to contemplate the subject of sin, taking us 
to a dreamlike and colourful world inhabited by humans and mythological creatures! !
    Chris Ofili: The Seven Deadly Sins!!
    The Australian artist has been visiting war zones for 50 years and he and his wife travelled to 
Kyiv the week after Russia’s invasion. He explains his need to go there to work with Ukrainian 
artists, paint murals on destroyed buildings and show solidarity! !
    George Gittoes – interview: ‘The spirit of art cannot be suppressed by the barbarity of war’!!
    For 50 years, Wood has been out on the streets taking intimate, informal, often quirky, 
photographs of people. As his first major retrospective takes place at the Walker Art Gallery in 
Liverpool, he talks about his career and how he captured the spirit of an era! !
    Tom Wood – interview: ‘I started doing portraits of these kids hanging around on drugs, or 
whatever, and some of their parents. It was really tough’!!
    An intriguing exhibition situates Bourgeois’ characterful early sculptures alongside the two 
incipient abstract expressionists! !
    The God That Failed: Louise Bourgeois, Barnett Newman, Mark Rothko!!
    This exhibition considers the relationship between the two media, from documentary 
photography of the 1930s to the digital age. There is little new here, but some standout individual 
works! !
    Capturing the Moment: A Journey through Painting and Photography!!
    To mark the 50th anniversary of Picasso’s death, the Musée National Picasso, Paris, 
commissioned a re-presentation of its extensive collection and invited the designer Paul Smith to 
be its artistic director. Studio International caught up with him at the resulting exhibition, Picasso 
Celebration: The Collection in a New Light! !
    Paul Smith – interview: ‘I'd often look up and ask the boss, “Mr Picasso, would you like that?”’!!
    In his first UK solo show, Chan bombards us with waves of heat and sound in an intensely 
kinaesthetic, environmentally oriented work! !
    Kent Chan: Future Tropics!!
    The Argentine artist-activist wants us to fall in love with spiders. His thoughtful Serpentine survey 
might just do the trick! !
    Tomás Saraceno in Collaboration: Web(s) of Life!!
    This show focuses on Anderson’s barbershop paintings, a subject he has been returning to for 
15 years, blurring reality and imagination, as he explores a social space so important to the black 
British Caribbean community!!
    Hurvin Anderson: Salon Paintings!!
Click on the pictures below to enlarge!
Things Will Continue to Change, installation view. Photo: Rocio-Chacon. Clare Chapman. Thy 
Bitter passion, 2020. Oil on canvas, 95 x 130 cm. Suzanne O'Haire. Coping Mechanisms, 2021. 
Velvet, plastic, metal, emulsion paint, ceramic, jasmonite, tulle, foam, concrete, paillettes, glass, 
chalk, lenses, ginger, wood, card, paper, bioresin, ink, cigarette butts, cellophane, metallic foil, 



coin, wax and found objects 3D/sculptural work, diameter 250 cm. Things Will Continue to Change, 
installation view. Photo: Rocio-Chacon.!
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